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INTRODUCTION
Chief Data Officers (CDOs) can drive data strategy, support machine learning analysis, and 

generate business value with data. We live in a world rife with rich data and open-source tool 

support. However, there are many obstacles between CDOs - or any data leader - and successful 

organizational integration of data insights (lack of executive buy-in, shortages of data scientists, and 

dated, disorganized data, to name a few). 

We wanted to explore the intricacies of the role and uncover the path to data leader success. We 

collaborated with Caroline Carruthers, of Carruthers and Jackson, a CDO who literally wrote the 

book on it, (The Chief Data Officer Playbook, Facet, 2017) to provide new datasets and insights into 

ways to ensure CDO success:

• An expose into the different types of CDOs and what kind of support and 

knowledge each needs to succeed. 

• Insights from more than 50 top cross-industry CDOs on the challenges they’ve 

faced and the solutions they’ve driven in their organizations.

• Context on the Data Revolution and tips on how organizations can drive it forward.

• Exploration into the future of the data leader community and insights into why 

joining is beneficial.

This report is not just for CDOs, although it does offer tips, tricks, and advice to help CDOs of every 

stripe succeed. In fact, not every organization has a CDO; but nearly every organization has some 

kind of data leader to which this white paper will be applicable (including executives that need to 

hire a CDO or team leads executing data initiatives that need to become informed about how a 

CDO might fit at their organization). As this paper will outline, data needs to be the responsibility of 

everyone in the organization to achieve data maturity. 
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CDOS BY ANY OTHER NAME...
If there’s one universal truth about CDOs, it’s that no two 

are alike. The role comes in many different sizes, shapes, 

and forms. There are also many names for those who 

perform the work of a CDO - it’s a title-agnostic role that 

isn’t dependent on the name.

When we interviewed David Mathison, CEO of the CDO 

Club and CDO expert, he said that “There are linguistic 

challenges in the name of the title because in France 

or Italy or in Japan or China, they don’t call the person 

a Chief Data Officer. In some cultures, they don’t have 

C-level titles like this at all, but the person has the same 

responsibility in a lot of these organizations. It’s just called 

something completely different.”

Just because someone isn’t called a 
CDO, doesn’t mean they can’t drive 
data responsibility and usage in 
their organization.

“We do data services, so the CEO is 
almost like the Chief Data Officer 

since data is the product.”

Just because someone is the VP of Data, Chief Analytics 

Officer, or even CEO, if they drive data responsibility and 

usage at their organization, they are in effect, the CDO. 

Trying to come up with one definition (or name) for who a 

CDO is or what they do is a fool’s errand. 

And just as each organization’s data needs are unique to 

their industry, specialty, and individual history, each CDO 

adapts and learns from their specific organization in order 

to help it grow and leverage its data in a meaningful way. 

For the purposes of this paper, we will describe people 

who carry out this role as CDOs, but it’s important to 

understand that the title is not critical to success, although 

it does demonstrate an organizational commitment to 

data transformation. 

What is important is that each organization has someone 

who can take ownership of data strategy and initiatives 

in addition to spurring the democratization and 

dissemination of data use. Again, this can be anyone 

from the CEO to the data team lead, but without this role 

filled—and backed by C-suite support and budgeting—

data use and adoption will likely stagnate or become 

disorganized and siloed.

 -STEVE KAMOTHO
CURRENT VP, ENGINEERING

AT DIGITAL UNIQU
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GENERATION GAP

UNIVERSAL SKILLS

While the responsibilities of each CDO are governed by their organization’s unique needs 

and data history, they can frequently be divided generationally. First-generation CDOs work 

at organizations that have never employed a CDO before them, while second-generation 

CDOs capitalize and further the work of previous CDOs. 

This distinction is important because the roles require fundamentally different skills; just as 

there are divides between peacetime and wartime leaders and CEOs, it is the rare CDO that 

can carry out both roles effectively. 

Two of the most important skills for any CDO (regardless 

of their generation) are communication and relationship 

building. Because the bottom line as a data leader is that 

in order to achieve internal buy-in on data initiatives, it’s 

important to ensure that key stakeholders support early 

adoption. Communicating directly with stakeholders early 

on helps them feel recognized in the data strategy (even 

if their needs are not necessarily the top priority), and 

directing initial quick wins toward the largest pain points 

will help organizational adoption of data changes. 

Relationship building comes bundled up with a larger 

theme of trust in data initiatives, especially from key 

stakeholders. No user should ever blindly trust a model 

without understanding the source, age, and context of 

the data it is based on. And while education is critical for 

organizational stakeholders, CDOs or data leaders may not 

have the time or resources to bring everyone to this deep, 

in-the-weeds level of understanding about the data. And 

frankly, they might not be interested. 

So this is yet another reason why relationship building 

is so critical - even if stakeholders cannot wrap their 

heads around the intricacies of data quality, if they trust 

you and you have built the necessary systems to prove 

the trustworthiness of your data and systems, your 

organization will be well on its way to becoming truly 

data-driven.

When stakeholders, data teams, and customers trust 

data leaders, (hint: communication helps build trust!) 

they are also more likely to take part in data initiatives. 

This is important because stakeholder education and 

investment helps distribute data responsibility across 

the organization, giving a sense of wider ownership and 

encouraging users to explore their data for themselves, 

diminishing siloed data usage.

Don’t assume that ‘‘soft skills’’ are 
unteachable. Communication and 

relationship building are the two most 
important skills for CDOs.



Communication and relationship building are often 

considered lesser than technical or business experience, 

yet these so-called “soft skills” are really critical to 

operationalizing data insights. Unfortunately, these soft 

skills often get associated with female executives because 

of the stereotype that all women are inherently nurturing 

and emotionally-intelligent.1

This association is problematic because, well, - it is wrong. 

But also because it turns these into gendered skills rather 

than holding all data leaders accountable for prioritizing 

effective communication. Regardless of gender, data 

professionals must work to improve their communication 

and relationship skills if they want to succeed in the 

business and transform the organization into one that 

goes from one or two models to hundreds of thousands 

of machine learning models or artificial intelligence (AI) 

systems running in production.

Interestingly, even though soft skills are clearly a critical 

part of data strategy success, the CDO Club found that 

women and gender non-conforming technologists are 

still vastly underrepresented in the CDO role. This divide—

between suggesting that women are adept at the “soft 

skills” necessary for data transportation, yet neglecting 

to hire women to fill the role—is a bias-revealing 

contradiction on the part of C-suite executives. Businesses 

and C-suite leaders cannot afford to ignore the positive 

impact diversity has on businesses, but need to encourage 

all leaders to take responsibility for soft skills regardless of 

their gender.2

Tim Carmichael acts as a CDO consultant, filling interim 

positions while organizations seek longer-term CDOs, 

which has equipped him with extensive experience in the 

importance of non-technical data leader skills. 

Overall, the bottom line is that at this stage in data 

maturity worldwide, technical skills are less important 

than other talents that data leaders might bring to the 

table - whether that’s relationship building or the ability to 

foster organization change.

“I knew nothing about [my new sector.] But you can actually learn it quite quickly. You can 
certainly learn enough to recognize the common use cases of what you’ve been doing before. 
And you build up this kind of portfolio stock of muscle moves that might work in certain places 
and might not in others. But really, it’s about bringing fresh perspectives, while learning 
enough about the new business fast enough to be credible, that adds value promptly.”

 -TIM CARMICHAEL 
CDO OF ENSIFERA
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/ciocentral/2017/04/26/how-women-are-shaping-the-big-data-revolution/#13e97a8c784e
https://www.forbes.com/sites/85broads/2011/03/30/soft-is-the-new-hard-as-in-skills-and-women-lead-the-way/#27c7b3ca2ef5
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FIRST-GENERATION CDOS
While each CDO faces different circumstances, our interviews suggested that the ideal path towards data maturity is 

relatively homogenous for CDOs that prioritize relationships and communication (since these data leaders are not 

spending all their time putting out fires). A long-term plan for maturity should resemble these five steps:

1. Align your data collection with your  
business goals

The first step in any plan for data transformation is 

determining whether the organization has the right 

data to answer the highest-priority business questions. 

For example, if an important data project is setting up 

a system that predicts customer churn, identifies those 

likely to respond to marketing via uplift modeling, and 

sends churn prevention marketing emails automatically, 

then is the following data being accurately captured: 

account information, billing data, support data, customer 

success data, product usage data, etc.?3 Creating a data 

mapping can allow for the identification of holes in data 

collection to address.

2. Democratize:

Once data collection is aligned with business goals, the 

next step is democratization, which involves - on the 

part of the data leader - deeply understanding the data 

pipelines and finding a way to make sure that everyone 

who needs it has access vis-à-vis a self-service analytics 

program.

3. Establish trust

This item is a tall order, as trust is a multi-pronged item. It 

means, of course, establishing trust in the data (ensuring 

that it’s accurate before allowing it to be used) as well as 

trust in employees’ ability to use that data in a self-service 

context. Plus, finally, trust from management and other 

executives in insights delivered from data projects or from 

data products running in production. 

“While understaffing and disorganized data are common problems in this sector, they are 

generally solvable with some resources and elbow grease. The real problem facing first-

generation CDOs is getting executives to restructure and adopt the insights coming out of 

data. CDOs can improve their changes by communicating frequently, getting preliminary 

executive buy-ins, and offering concrete ROIs, but at the end of the day, everyone in the 

organization is responsible for the success of their data initiatives.”

 -CAROLINE CARRUTHERS
THE CDO PLAYBOOK

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v67/gutierrez17a/gutierrez17a.pdf
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4. Foster an environment where data is 
driving real decisions

This step necessarily means operationalization and 

productionalization of machine learning, which is the only 

scalable path to this end. That is, a strategy that stops at 

self-service analytics is not a complete one - the second 

piece is creating, testing, and pushing entire systems that 

make decisions and automatically drive the business 

forward using data.

5. Iterate (and iterate and iterate)

Once all the previous steps are established, the job is 

not done. A final, critical piece is pushing data collection 

and machine learning models forward (i.e., continuing to 

iterate) to continually drive the breadth and quality of the 

data, analysis, insights, and business value. 

“I am not a big fan of monetization for the sake of it ... instead, I am in favor of working out 

models of evaluation, especially ‘‘data debt’’ ones. Modeling data value contextualized 

to your business ecosystem makes you more predictable in delivering the outcomes that 

are sought in strategic changes.”
 -ROBERTO MARANCA

VP OF DATA EXCELLENCE AT SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
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SECOND-GENERATION CDOS
Second-generation CDOs may need to carry out tasks (and 

address challenges) associated with the first-generation 

CDOs, but even if they’ve all been completed already, 

iteration and improvement are a healthy part of data growth. 

1. Build trust to avoid having to prove ROI with every initiative.

Second generation CDOs often work on more long-term data strategy, or return to early groundwork and 

data cleaning that had been ignored, so demonstrating ROIs is more difficult. While demonstrating ROI 

for data initiatives is critical in the early stages for organizational buy-in and support, as time goes on, it 

can actually hinder an advanced data strategy. 

Aligning data initiatives with business concerns remains integral to CDO and organizational success; 

however, once you’ve established trust in the system, you can remove the need to slow down the 

process by providing an ROI calculation for every project. 

2. Align data strategy across lines of business

A problem facing second-gen CDOs more often than first-gen CDOs is divisive fluencies. This is when 

lines of business that may have been siloed before each achieve a cohesive data strategy, but after, they 

find friction in the way they talk about and deal with data; they may even use the same terms to talk 

about different ideas.

3. Focus on education

Another way CDOs can keep their skills sharp and stay engaged in the community is through education, 

meaning both self-education through networking with other CDOs and and data leaders as well as 

keeping up-to-date on technological developments plus educating the next generation of data leaders.

Educational opportunities can also expand CDO’s fluency by encouraging another level on which 

to communicate about the organization and compare challenges with other data leaders. Assisting 

students offers the added bonus of connecting CDOs with young, aspiring technologists and potentially 

addressing some hiring concerns

4. Enrich the data community

Hopefully, peacetime CDOs have a little more freedom to engage with the data community and support 

its growth. This may seem like a marketing ploy, but good CDOs with organizational data maturity must ask the 

hard ethical questions and support the tool ecosystem in order to enable their data team to develop the best new 

ML models.

Taking time to support open source data tools, engage in data communities, and stay up to date (or 

better yet, participate!) in ethical discussions on the data future are all key parts of being a CDO.

Older data strategies require frequent adjustments. That 

said, here are four ways to improve data maturity as a 

second-generation data leader and solidify the success of 

data initiatives:
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“If your role sounds as ambiguous as, ‘Come in... help us 
do something fast... We think we need a CDO to fix our 

data,’ Alert! Stay away! Avoid!”

—ROBERTO MARANCA
VP OF DATA EXCELLENCE, SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

FROM FIRST-GENERATION TO SECOND-GENERATION
Oftentimes when an organization reaches a certain level 

of data maturity, their CDO moves on to a new role. 

Sometimes they become the Chief Digital Officer and 

attempt to get business value from data a different way, 

and other times they become CEO. 

However, the CDO transition isn’t always smooth. First 

generation CDOs may leave their organizations when 

they find the environment hostile or unwilling to adapt. 

In these cases, the organization isn’t shifting to a second-

generation CDO; rather, they may need to adjust internally 

before even an experienced first-generation CDO will be 

able to drive results. 

Part of what determines whether a particular CDO will 

succeed is what environment (s)he has stepped into in the 

first place. Well-defined roles with lots of internal support 

and a real plan to move toward a data-driven enterprise 

will have a much easier time. So when starting a CDO 

position at a new organization, be wary of the flexibility of 

the role - that is, make sure that you are getting involved 

with organizations that don’t just do lip-service on data, 

but rather are willing to invest time, organizational efforts, 

and resources to the success of data initiatives.

This advice extends not just to CDOs, but to other 

executives or team members looking to hire a CDO. These 

teams must ask themselves: “are we really prepared to 

accept the organizational change necessary to make this 

data leader successful?” If the answer is no, then there is 

still some work to do on internal change management 

before a CDO can come in and actually drive results.
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HOW TO FACILITATE AND SUPPORT THE CDO 
The best way to enable a CDO is to make sure they have resources. This means educating business leaders on the 

language of data and data transformation, allocating sufficient resources to see data initiatives to completion, and 

not expecting Rome to get built in a day; data maturity takes time and there’s no substitute for consistent support and 

regular progress. This is the only way to achieve tangible business value with data.

“As they go through that transition, probably the old school were saying, ‘Can I have a 

report?’ And I’d say, ‘Yeah, what are you actually trying to do?’ And they’d say, ‘Well, I’m 

trying to understand the trend of this because it’s important to that.’ 

I’d say, ‘Well, actually, what you need is some analysis.’ They’d say, ‘I don’t really care, just 

get me ... I need a report of this.’ And I’d say, ‘Okay, I’ll get you some analysis on it.’ 

And I tried to explain to them, to [old-school execs], what the difference was between 

analysis and a report, and I think also what they saw in the end product, which was 

something very different to what they used to get before when they used to ask for a 

report.” 

 -GRAEME MCDERMOTT
CDO OF ADDISON LEE

Ultimately, one of the largest challenges facing CDOs and other data leaders is resistance to change and lack of data 

literacy throughout the company that hold back their efforts. So for those in other roles in the company, supporting 

change through willingness to do things differently (as well as trusting data insights and data projects to do things 

that were previously done manually or simply on a whim can go a long way). Managers - whether in a data role or not 

- should educate their direct reports on the importance of data-driven decisions as well as support initiatives for data 

education. 
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TOP 10 INSIGHTS 
FROM 50 CDOS
We surveyed more than fifty cross-industry CDOs from around the world to gain insights into 

data maturity and strategy in a variety of organizations and to accurately determine what 

the role of CDO might look like on the ground. Here are our top ten key insights, featuring 

analysis from Caroline Carruthers.

1. MONEY MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND: 

When asked for the motivating forces behind CDO’s data evolutions, the top three results were: Increase company 
revenue (76%) — Decrease operating costs (56%) — increase team and project efficiency (56%). 

These all add up to essentially to improvements on the organization’s bottom line. Demonstrating ROI on data projects 

is critical to executive buy-in and trust acquisition, however, this method may be a little rushed. Competition (44%) and 

risk management (41%) were lower priorities for CDOs, who may not be establishing the adequate groundwork true data 

maturity requires.

It’s great that the business world is waking up to the value of data and that it can help the bottom line but it also 

important to recognize that, as with so many of these things, it is about the balance. You have to look at the risk-averse 

nature as well as the value added part of data to build the foundations that drive sustainable business changes.

 -CAROLINE CARRUTHERS
CEO OF CARRUTHERS & JACKSON
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3. FLYING BY THE SEAT OF YOUR PANTS
CDOs listed their top data challenge of 2018 as being an 
understaffed data team (22%) followed by outdated or 
outmoded data, (12%) and a three-way tie for third (10%) 
between extreme expectations, manual inefficiencies, and 
lack of buy-in from the rest of the company. 

This supports our assertions that communication, business 

alignment, and strong relationships drive CDOs to success. Once 

business leaders are aligned, expectations may become more 

realistic. As CDOs focus on generating clear ROI, they can push for 

higher budgets and more hiring power. Stronger data teams can 

in turn help combat unwieldy data and manual inefficiencies. 

We have been talking about needing more data people for years and it’s time we all got on with being 

creative and helping this situation. Can you train people in your organisation to become more data 

savvy? Work with Universities or local training providers to bring in more diverse pools of people? Each 

of us should be thinking about what we can do to help because the need for great quality data people is 

only going to increase.

8.1%
Only

of CDOs Are content with 
the quality of data at their 

disposal
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2. TEAMWORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK

4. HAPPY, HEALTHY, WEALTHY, WISE

There’s no clear trend in data team makeup, but 35% of data teams consist of mostly data analysts, while 29% are 
about half analysts and half data scientists. This may be the result of the scarcity of data scientists relative to the 

number of opportunities (see the next insight on our list). But a good data team does need both scientists and analysts 

to drive model creation and insight extraction.

Only 8.1% of CDOs are content with the quality of data at their disposal. A big challenge facing CDOs is how to address the 

baseline data goals of the organization while demonstrating value, and often data quality and cleanliness falls by the wayside. 

Yet this needs to be a top priority for CDOs and organizations that want to get real value from their data. The majority of these 

CDOs found that risk management motivated their data evolution, suggesting that they have not laid sufficient groundwork to 

achieve data maturity, but are rather occupied with putting out data fires.

This is an area that I believe we can help each other and one where data leaders sharing what they are 

doing with their teams helps us formalize an area that is still evolving. There are more and more roles 

that haven’t existed before and, without complicating things unnecessarily, the richness of roles means 

that data is an increasingly exciting career path. There just aren’t enough of us doing it yet.

This is an area where we will probably never be completely happy, as the effort to get to 100 percent with every bit 

of data would virtually cripple an organization; however we should be targeting our activity to make sure that where 

we need a high degree of quality we are focusing our efforts appropriately, and where good enough is good enough, 

we don’t waste our time.
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6. EYE ON THE PRIZE
27% of CDOs said that they only sometimes leverage 
data to create business value, while one CDO said that 
they don’t create business value with their data at 
all. There were no strong correlations between a lack of 

business value generated from data and organization type 

or structure, although many of these CDOs worked at large 

enterprises with small data teams (fewer than 20 members).  

The CDO that is not generating business value stated that 

governance was their top concern in 2018, suggesting that 

they are not at a point of data maturity where business value 

factors in. However, if early projects do not have concrete, 

business-driven end-goals, then the organization will never 

adjust accordingly to support them.

Data in an organization should not be existing for the 

sake of existing; a business (unless it is a data business, in 

which case you can disregard this whole paragraph!) exists 

to perform some kind of service or produce a product. 

The data has to underpin and drive forward this agenda 

or it will become a weed and choke the organization it is 

supposed to be helping.

MORE THAN HALF

16%

of CDOs only show ROI 
on their data initiatives  
‘‘sometimes’’ while

never show ROI

5. SHOW YOUR WORK
More than half of CDOs only show ROI on their data initiatives “sometimes,” (52.4% of the time) while 16% never 
show ROI. While ROI is difficult to gauge on data quality projects when CDOs can align early stage proof-of-concept 

initiatives with quarterly business goals, they can start by contributing to the success of these goals while the team 

develops more robust or specific metrics on their achievements. ROIs are critical to encourage trust in data analysis and 

generate business value.

We have to be better at demonstrating value from the changes we make to data. The mistake I think we make in a 

lot of areas is that we focus on the differences to the data rather than the differences to the business that the data 

changes make. If you do this, it’s much easier to demonstrate value.
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7. KEEP THE HORSE BEFORE THE CART

8. GET YOUR PRIORITIES STRAIGHT

CDOs say that 71% of their data teams are business focused while 20% are R&D/specialist-focused. If data projects 

and machine learning insights are pigeonholed into exclusively technical and R&D concerns, the problems are (at least) 

two-fold. First, the line-of-business executives are unlikely to leverage data (and thus create the potential for improved 

business value and an ROI) if it does not align with their pain-points and needs. Thus, all data and machine learning 

initiatives, but especially early stage ones, must be directly aligned with concrete business goals. 

But the more insidious problem that occurs when data initiatives are specialist-focused is that even when these projects 

are successful, they are often more resource and time expensive while yielding less widespread gains, creating a lower 

business value per project. CDOs may be able to counter this loss by leveraging these local successes into a marketing 

strategy that affirms the cutting-edge tech at the organization’s disposal, but there’s no clear way back from isolated, 

exhausting data initiatives.

CDOs’ top three data priorities from 2018 were data process automation and 
operationalization (22.6%), AI/ML model creation (17.7%), and data governance 
(16.1%). However, priorities are shifting in 2019, with 27.4% of CDOs listing AI/
ML model creation as their top priority, followed by defining the company’s data 
strategy and process automation and operationalization (both at 14.5%). 

This shift confirms the notion that CDOs do not always lay sufficient groundwork for 

sustainable data operations. The fact that they are defining their data strategy in 2019, 

after automating data processes suggests a lack of initial foresight and vision. While 

the new year is a great time to reassess and pivot a data strategy, any CDO worth their 

salt should understand their short and long-term data goals at all times. 

The switch between process automation and AI/ML model creation is interesting 

because it suggests that CDOs are generally maturing in their data usage, despite 

a lack of concrete strategy. Once automation frees up data team resources and 

operationalization generates business value, AI/ML model creation can help bring 

data insights to the next level. 

Everyone in your team needs to understand the business vision and direction. You should absolutely have a niche or 

specialist-focus as well, but unless you are working in a pure research role, why would you not be helping make the 

company you work for better?

The nice shiny new things are always more exciting and fun to work on, they just 

don’t work if you build on sand. Your data foundations and understanding what 

direction you are taking the company in needs to be established to check that you 

don’t fall down the rabbit hole before you really get started.

However, our next survey insight dashes our hopes that data maturity is assured.

AI / ML model 
creation

27.4%

Defining the 
company's data 

strategy

16.1%

Data process 
automation and 

operationalization

22.6%
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9. KEEP UP WITH THE CROWD

10. FOLLOW THE LEADER

8% of CDOs do not leverage ML/AI/Deep Learning (DL) and have 
no intention of doing so, with an additional 8% claiming that 
adoption is a low priority many years down the line. 42.9% of 
CDOs say that they leverage these technologies on a small scale 
that has not yet influenced decision making. 

This is a shocking statistic. While the number of resistant CDOs 

is low, the barrier to entry for ML/AI/DL is not so high that the 

tech precludes even early-stage data maturity organizations from 

gaining business value from smart models. This may be the result 

of CDOs really taking the time they need to organize and clean their 

organization’s data, which is critical to long-term success, however, 

some analysis can be achieved and automated without too much trouble, suggesting that these CDOs may lack the 

vision necessary to see above the weeds. 

While 74% of CDOs participate in a community of data leaders, only 15% believe that they drive the community 
forward. Considering CDOs role as the C-level data executive, (or equivalent) this gap is notable. Perhaps they feel that 

they do not have enough time to take on more responsibility in such a community, or that to do so would necessitate 

sacrificing trade secrets (most participated in the study under conditions of anonymity). 

Alternatively, they might believe that admitting to their data struggles would reflect poorly on their organization and 

serve as an admission of their own failure, that might blacklist them from future opportunities. 

Yet despite its rapid growth, the CDO community is still relatively small, and from our interviews, seems generally 

supportive. The role and our insights into how to create successful data evolutions may only be able to grow through 

collaboration and bold leadership. Having a C-suite title is not enough to make a CDO a data leader; they have to own it. 

I really think that this is a result of CDO’s making sure they have the data right first, which is brilliant news. For too 

long we have seen examples of businesses believing everything that was presented on an extensive spreadsheet but 

all we were seeing was a play on the phrase, garbage in, garbage out. It became a case of garbage in, gospel out. The 

slight slow down to speed up strategy that we are seeing in a lot of companies makes perfect sense.

I struggle with this a little, as I find the CDO community a fantastic one to be part of. There are some incredible people 

doing amazing things who should be standing there shouting about them to inspire all of us. We are still forming and 

professionalising what we do, so it’s even more critical that everyone plays their part because, quite simply, there is a 

lot to do! I understand that we’re all busy actually doing this amazing work or we don’t spend enough time celebrating 

our successes because we still have much more to do (there will always be more to do- so take the time occasionally to 

look at how far you’ve come), but each and every data leader out there has a duty to give back to the community. There 

just aren’t enough of us, and if we want this role to thrive, we need to create more.

42.9%

say that they leverage these 
technologies on a small 
scale that has not yet 
influenced decision-making.

8%
claim that 
adoption is a 
low priority 
many years down 
the line.8% do not leverage 

ML/AI/DL and have 
no intention of 
doing so. 
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THE REVOLUTION WILL BE DIGITIZED 
BONUS

The Data Revolution is familiar to most CDOs, with 41% claiming to very connected to the shift with an additional 
32% who are somewhat connected. This is really encouraging. If CDOs are on top of the Data Revolution, then we’re 

in good hands. However,  since most said they weren’t driving the data leaders’ community, this seems like a deceptive 

affirmation. 

The Data Revolution isn’t just a buzzword, it needs to be a true revolution, driven by innovative and inspiring data 

leaders who are willing to try out new machine learning models, push the envelope by contributing to open source 

resources, and take on the critical moral and ethical data questions of our time. 

I love the word revolution, it evokes ideas of passion and energy, and the people I speak to about data have this 

passion and energy, which I absolutely love. However, revolutions don’t happen in isolation; they involve the coming 

together of this passion and energy coupled with new ideas. For me there is a clue in the title: we are data leaders, so 

lead. Don’t hide away believing that someone else will pick up the flag or think your small part won’t help. Be part of 

the data revolution, don’t watch it!

 -CAROLINE CARRUTHERS
THE CDO PLAYBOOK
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THE DATA REVOLUTION
“MAY YOU LIVE IN INTERESTING TIMES.”

THE NEOLITHIC REVOLUTION-
INVENTION OF AGRICULTURE (~9000 BCE)

Our 10th insight suggests that while most CDOs participate in a community of data leaders, 

few are taking up the mantle of leadership to drive the community forward. This contradicts 

the notion that CDOs are very connected with the Data Revolution; it is too terrifying and 

tantalizing a phenomenon to admit bystanders. True leaders are required, and they need to 

engage fast. More than 90 percent of the data that exists was produced in the last two years, 

and we’re generating 2.5 quintillion more bytes every day.4

In his seminal treatise on creative destruction in economic 

systems, economist Joseph A. Schumpeter states that 

“the problem that is usually being visualized is how 

capitalism administers existing structures, whereas the 

relevant problem is how it creates and destroys them.”5 

The Data Revolution, like those that came before it, is 

not simply advancing our economic and social progress, 

but outmoding ways of business and understanding on a 

global scale.

The Neolithic Revolution occurred when humans began 

the shift from nomadic hunter/gatherer civilizations to 

fixed agrarian ones.6 While this is vastly removed from the 

subsequent Industrial Revolutions beginning in the 18th 

century, this shift is important to note because it helps 

contextualize all those that came after it. Each economic 

Revolution can be boiled down to the discovery (and 

subsequent leveraging) of radically new sources of fuel 

and efficiency.

Instead of letting fears of governance issues or the mess 

of massive datasets dissuade CDOs from getting involved, 

they’re diving right in. But data isn’t just changing our 

business capabilities, governments, and technology; it’s 

changing the way we inhabit, consider, and impact the 

world. In order to consider the potential impacts of this 

Revolution, let’s look at a quick history lesson on the 

economic Revolutions of past millennia, and the lessons 

we might be able to learn from them. 

In each Revolution, economic systems are not the only 

ones disrupted, but rather every aspect of life: the social, 

political, technological, environmental, and cultural. It is 

impossible for such changes, however beneficial they may 

become, to occur naturally; there will always be pain-

points associated with such dramatic shifts, and the path 

of “progress” is not inexorable. This Revolution shows us 

today in the midst of the Data Revolution that leaders and 

visionaries must come together in order to achieve such a 

transcendent pivot to human systems.

https://www.domo.com/learn/data-never-sleeps-5?aid=ogsm072517_1&sf100871281=1
https://eet.pixel-online.org/files/etranslation/original/Schumpeter,%20Capitalism,%20Socialism%20and%20Democracy.pdf
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/from-foraging-to-farming-the-10000-year-revolution
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THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION-
RAILROADS AND STEAM POWER (1760-1840)

THE MACHINE AGE-
MASS PRODUCTION AND ELECTRICITY (1880-1945)

Beginning in England, this Revolution incorporated the 

automation and improved the productivity of many 

key tasks, due to farming advances, the invention of 

the sewing machine, and improved food preservation 

systems.7 Coupled with improved transportation systems 

driven by steamships and railways, consumer goods 

and food no longer needed to be locally produced or an 

extreme luxury. 

This Revolution signals the conflation of political or 

economic power and how it is fueled by economic 

strength. One key takeaway from the Industrial Revolution 

is that progress always outpaces questions of ethics and 

human need. The economist Michael C. Jensen explains 

that, while Industrial Revolutions increase aggregate 

welfare, “the large costs associated with the obsolescence 

of human and physical capital [generate] substantial 

hardship, misunderstanding, and bitterness.”8 

Today, British governmental agents are attempting to 

push the private sector into driving the Data Revolution 

The Second Industrial Revolution, also known as the 

Machine Age, shook things up again and greatly improved 

productivity through the American inventions of the 

assembly line and electricity. This changed the way we 

communicate, consume, and wage war. Questions of scale 

shifted almost overnight.

All this improved productivity lead to a fundamental 

shift in “the creation of overcapacity.”11 Excess was no 

longer relegated to the elite, but became a widespread 

phenomenon; more cars could be created than there were 

in order to maintain their economy on top.9 On a more 

organizational level, advancing technologies are always 

associated with improved competitiveness, however, data 

leaders need to ensure that they are aware of these costs.

Whenever jobs and skill sets are threatened,—whether by 

a sewing machine or AI—there is a lot of fear and potential 

for harm. This Revolution, as with subsequent ones, was 

associated both with malaise at the rapid changes to 

society ( just ask the Romantic poets), countered by a sense 

of national and civic pride.10 

To support the radical industrialization and technological 

advances of the Industrial Revolution, Great Britain 

criminalized poverty and instituted workhouses. Data 

leaders today must ensure that privacy and civil liberties 

concerns are at the core of their data strategy because 

without these priorities, user trust will erode and 

irrevocably threaten the success of the entire organization; 

consider the lasting damage done after every data leakage 

scandal in the news.

drivers or roads to use them. Data leaders face a similar 

problem now, with more data than they can download, let 

alone wrap their heads around. The solution is to prioritize 

concrete broadly-affecting data projects without seeking to 

leverage all the data at once. 

Of course, another solution that will allow for mass 

production in the sense of data products and projects is 

operationalization. Scaling from one or two models in 

production to 100 or 200 cannot happen without a way to 

systematically operationalize - the assembly line of our era.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1540-6261.1993.tb04022.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1540-6261.1993.tb04022.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1540-6261.1993.tb04022.x
https://channels.theinnovationenterprise.com/articles/uk-government-calls-on-businesses-to-embrace-the-fourth-industrial-revolution
https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/publications/online_research_catalogues/paper_money/paper_money_of_england__wales/the_industrial_revolution.aspx
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THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION-
SEMICONDUCTORS, THE INTERNET, GREEN ENERGY (1960-1990S)

THE DATA REVOLUTION-
MOBILE INTERNET, ENHANCED COGNITIVE PROCESSES, (2000S - PRESENT)

The Digital Revolution brought us from the hardware 

world into the realm of software and instantaneous 

communication. We developed renewable energy systems 

and brought computing from the purview of governments 

and universities into our homes and pockets. 

One interesting thing to note about the Digital 

Revolution is how it nearly overlapped the Machine Age. 

Computational advances in the 40s paved the way for the 

mainframe computing that began this Revolution. Each 

We live in interesting times, and the fourth Industrial 

Revolution is only just picking up speed.12 We have more 

information than we can handle, and all the challenges 

that come with our bounty. Just as railroads, refrigeration, 

electricity, and semiconductors disrupted human 

productivity and business models in past Revolutions, 

now neural nets and deep learning models are faster and 

smarter than we can ever be. 

Data is changing the ways that we eat, sleep, date, 

work, and conceive of ourselves. And just as in past 

Revolutions, ethical concerns and fear are bedfellows 

with vast potential gains and visionary creations. With this 

Industrial Revolution has followed more closely behind its 

predecessor, which suggests that we are already laying the 

seeds for the next big disruption. 

This reaffirms our need for data visionaries to push at 

the boundaries of the possible  - now (waiting is not an 

option). Much of the technology is already available, but in 

order to fully take up the mantle of Revolution, we need to 

push it to transform every part of our civilization. 

advancement has come concerns about overconnectivity, 

decreasing attention spans, and memory capacity. 

This is not the first Revolution, and it won’t be the last. 

And while we may be more self-aware than we were in the 

past, each Revolution has been conscious of itself, but is 

never equipped to dream big enough. In the early years 

of computing, IBM President Thomas Watson said that 

he thought “there [was] a world market for maybe five 

computers.” We are more self-aware of the consequences 

of the Data Revolution, but (as our survey learned) data 

leaders are not taking advantage of their positions to 

influence their communities.

https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=GVekDQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=industrial+revolution+economic++trends&ots=NhKbJEuuoE&sig=iHs8wWIUq5sK5jDHqUmHpNh6Uxc#v=onepage&q=industrial%20revolution%20economic%20%20trends&f=false
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CONCLUSION
THE FUTURE

CDOs and the data community must take up the mantle of 

this Revolution and drive it forward. This is the best way to 

advance business goals and address common problems 

facing every generation of data leader. While, of course, 

data leaders are busy enough driving the data strategy at 

their organizations, it makes business sense, moral sense, 

and common sense to collaborate to solve the collective 

data problems of today. 

This will first and foremost save time and energy; every 

data team is understaffed, so finding ways to share 

insights can improve efficiency and propel the Revolution 

forward. This way CDOs can have breathing room to 

dream as big as possible and become the visionaries 

they’re meant to be in order to drive the Data Revolution 

(and all the social, cultural, political, ethical, and 

economic changes that come with it). 

Not every data leader has the capacity to be a data 

visionary, and this will, in turn, separate the data-logged 

from the data-driven and data-inspired. Collaborating in 

this way will not raise business risks, but rather enable 

organizations to focus on what actually makes them great, 

rather than getting mired in common data issues. 

If data leaders don’t share experiences—beyond surveys 

and interviews—then they risk shirking the responsibilities 

of this Revolution. The stakes have never been higher, but 

CDOs are equipped to face them if they work together.
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